PALPACK 4000

AUTOMATIC LAYER BY LAYER PALLETIZER

Performance through Understanding
A PALLETIZING SOLUTION TO MEET YOUR SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS:

Performance and productivity
- A complete series of conventional palletizers adapted to the market/product mix
- Peripheral modules complete the equipment: sheet insertion on the pallet and between layers, automatic pallet distribution, pallet handling and transfer...
- A extremely user-friendly HMI provides direct access to the various parameters of the installation
- No interruption in flow between two production runs
- Pal-Designer software for creating and simulating programs in real time
- Instant programming of patterns

Reliability and eco-design
- Fitted with an “electronic spacer” layer preparation system, the PalPack 4000 palletizer series guarantees total respect of your product, irrespective of type and pallet pattern
- Layers are centered on the pallet to ensure even weight distribution on the pallet perimeter
- Fully compliant with NF01-085 standard
- Identification of the environmental profile by ATEP V2 standardized software
- Reduction in energy consumption, recyclable equipment

Ergonomics and modularity
- Easy operator access with maximum safety
- Minimum footprint
- Layer positioning module on dual platform model fitted with a front slat table which rolls up
- Customized, upgradeable solution

- Modular and industrial design
- Speed up to 280 layers/h
- Saving in energy
- Eco-design
Sidel is a leading provider of equipment and services solutions for packaging beverage, food, home and personal care products in PET, can, glass and other materials.

With over 40,000 machines installed in more than 190 countries, we have nearly 170 years of proven experience, with a strong focus on the factory of tomorrow with advanced systems, line engineering and innovation. Our 5,500+ employees worldwide are passionate about providing solutions that fulfil customer needs and boost the performance of their lines, products and businesses.

Delivering this level of performance requires that we stay flexible. We continuously ensure we understand our customers’ changing challenges and commit to meeting their unique performance and sustainability goals. We do this through dialogue and by understanding the needs of their markets, production and value chains. In turn, we apply our solid technical knowledge and smart data analytics to ensure lifetime productivity reaches its full potential.

We call it Performance through Understanding.